JEWELRY STAND

Hooks to hang necklaces

Removable lid to store rings and other small jewelry

Tall stand to accommodate long chain jewelry

Braised and epoxied platform to support the jellyfish
This stand was inspired by the form of a jellyfish as a way to organize jewelry. The shape is a more structured version of the jellyfish form. The height allows necklaces to be stored tangle free, while evoking tentacles. The wheel thrown container is a safe place to store rings, earrings and broaches.
The design was silk screened onto the shirt.

This design was created to promote mental wellness through creative expression.
SELF PORTRAITS

Acrylic

Charcoal
**Lighting Ideation**

**Divider Light**
- Collapsible

**Fan Light**
- Portable
- Compact

To use:
- Closed - Off
- Open - On

LED lights for pattern

Bright lighting option

2 lighting options
dim desk lighting option

Pattern Ideas
The light only illuminates when the fan is open which is when two metal foils come in contact to complete the circuit.
In the model to the right, by using a sheer material like plastic, I can minimize the amount of light lost while still being able to display a beautiful pattern.

Below are drawings of different view points of the light shade and how it looks like unassembled.
I originally wanted the vases to reflect the shape of bubbles when they are being blown. However, because of their asymmetry, the shapes were less likely to be attainable on the wheel. Having to consider the mind of a manufacturer, I instead decided to make the shapes more symmetrical for a simpler production.
This clock design was inspired by the superflat style popularized by Takashi Murakami.
Acrylic
This design was created with sgraffito. I scratched a layer of black clay that was over white clay.

Double layer glaze over white clay.

Single layer glaze on white clay.
This multipurpose shelf eliminates the issue with not having enough space in the room.

You can pull down the top half of the shelf safely without any books dropping to use it as a laptop desk.
DESK/SHELF MODEL

Shelf-turned desk

Dual shelf desk

Pull-out desk behind shelf
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